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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive study on the spin-on-glass (SOG) based thin film insulating layer is presented. The SOG layer has been fabricated using simple MEMS technology which can play an important role as insulating layer of stack coupled microcoils. The fabrication process utilizes a simple, cost effective process technique as well as CMOS compatible resulting to a reproducible and good controlled process. It was observed that the spin speed and material preparation prior to the process affect to the thickness and surface quality of the layer. Through the annealing process at temperature 425°C in N₂ atmospheric for 1 h, a 750 nm thin SOG layer with the surface roughness or the uniformity of about 1.5% can be achieved. Furthermore, the basic characteristics of the spiral coils, including the coupling characteristics and its parasitic capacitance were discussed in wide range of operating frequency. The results from this investigation showed a good prospect for the development of fully integrated planar magnetic field coupler and generator for sensing and actuating purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, thin film insulator based on spin-on-glass (SOG) material plays an important roles in many micro devices, such as passivation layer of microelectronics devices to protect the active structures from environment (Gaeta & Wu 1989), sacrificial layer in MEMS structure (Hamzah et al. 2007) and also low-k dielectric layer of small gap capacitor (Aw 2004). Spin-on-glass is also used as insulator and planarization layer for multilevel CMOS structure because of its simple technology and excellent dielectric property of the Si-oxide interfacial layer. SOG is in general Si-O network polymers in organic solvent and prepared through the hydrolysis condensation reaction that implied the sol-gel technology. Its dielectric constant ε, lies in range 3-5 which is better than that of vapor deposited or oxidation based silicon oxide which is among the best insulators and has the one of the highest field strength of all dielectric materials (Qin et al. 1998; Schmidt et al. 2007).

Various types of magnetic devices such as magnetic sensors, microactuators, transformers and filters that are driven by magnetic induction principle have been reported in some literatures (Lee et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2008; Tapia et al. 2011). Most of them utilized the planar spiral coil, solenoid coil or toroid coil with an additional thick permanent magnetic material for the coupling, which unfortunately affect the volume density of the device. On the other hand, several techniques utilizing MEMS technique to fabricate the coil structures have been reported and several of those include also stack planar, solenoid, toroidal type, 3-D on chip suspended structure and out of
plane coil structure (Brunet et al. 2001; Gel 2002; Yoon et al. 1999; Yunas et al. 2009). First planar coupled coil integrated with active device was reported by Mino et al. (1995), while planar coreless coil and stack structure were then developed to create new high efficiency and high density coil structures using thin film technology (Arshak & Almukhtar 1999).

Although high quality factor and high coupling factor could be achieved, the reported structures were complex and fabricated using expensive technique, which still becomes the fundamental problem in realizing integrated micro-magnetic devices. Furthermore, implementing the coupled inductor coils that operate at high frequency remains problematic when fabricating the device in silicon based integrated circuit. The parasitic influences of the material become dominant and cause an increase of the skin, proximity and eddy current effects. Therefore the use of stacked coil structures with as thin as possible insulating layer should overcome the problems mentioned above.

In this paper we report an experimental study on the fabrication of thin insulator layer by means of spin coating method of thin SOG based oxide. In this work, two separated metal layers of planar coupled coil that is formed in stacked structure on silicon substrate are isolated from short-circuit. The stack coil structures consist of two separated interwinding coil levels, forming a vertically stack structure with a relatively low distance between them. Therefore, high resistivity of the oxide layer is required for isolation purpose which also has the function to prevent the substrate effect on the device. Other function of the SOG is as mask in etching process and buffer layer for suspended MEMS structure.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Stacked microcoil is a planar spiral type metal conductor line that is structured stacked each other and separated by a thin insulating layer. The structure forms a double layer of planar interwinding coil which is able to generate and couple magnetic flux through its parallel metal trace in both vertical and lateral direction (Figure 1). On each layer, two separated coils with the width of 50 μm and the spacing of 50 μm are wound side by side. Each coil has square spiral configuration consisting of 3 winding numbers with an inner coil area of 500 × 500 μm$^2$. This structure represents a planar interwinding coupled micro-coil structure.

Theoretically, the structure of each inductor coil can be modeled as pi-lumped element model that includes the capacitance of SOG insulating layer ($C_{ox}$), parasitic component of the substrate ($C_{si}$ and $R_{si}$), as shown in Figure 2. The series inductance and resistance of the coil in the model are represented by the series $L_s$ and $R_s$, respectively. The capacitances between the conductor traces and fringes are represented as coupling capacitance that can be measured between the output pads of the devices and modeled as $C_s$.

In the pi-model, parasitic elements of oxide ($C_{ox}$) and substrate ($C_{si}$ and $R_{si}$) are modeled as a separated element that is useful for the analysis of coil characteristics in frequency independent model. These parasitic elements can be further simplified to $R_p$ and $C_p$ in order to enable an analysis of highly frequency dependent model, where:

$$R_p = \frac{1 + \omega^2 R_{si} \left(C_{si} + C_{ox}\right)^2}{\omega^2 R_{si} C_{ox}^2}, \quad (1)$$

$$C_p = \frac{C_{ox} \left\{1 + \omega^2 R_{si} C_{si} \left(C_{si} + C_{ox}\right)\right\}}{1 + \omega^2 R_{si} \left(C_{si} + C_{ox}\right)^2}. \quad (2)$$

thus, the parasitic elements of the planar coil can be considered as components which are strongly frequency dependent. The $C_p$ and $R_p$ value can be therefore predicted as the reason of large shifting of the resonance frequency of the coil.
FABRICATION OF THE SOG LAYER

In this work, spin coating method of glass material is the preferred method to form an isolation layer between two coil layers, which is due to the simple process and the possibility to produce planar thick oxide layer. The Spin-on-Glass (SOG) material has been widely used as dielectric layer, insulator and planarization scheme in multilevel metallization schemes in the fabrication of IC’s.

Producing the oxide layer is done by dripping some of the SOG liquid (from Honeywell T14-314) on the center of the wafer and spinning the wafer with some specified rpm value (typically 1000 to 5000 rpm). Centrifugal forces will distribute the liquid evenly on the wafer and a thin layer (typically around 0.8 to 1.5 μm) is formed. To the process, the layer thickness depends on the rotation speed of the spin coater and baking procedure. The higher the speed the thinner oxide layer can be achieved.

Furthermore, baking process using direct-contact hot plate is one important step in this process, which is aimed to remove the water contain in the material. Care must be taken during baking process, because fast temperature change in direct contact with hot plate systems often causes film cracking and the layer becomes crystallized due to the high temperature stresses (Figure 3). Therefore the maximum baking temperature should be controlled up to 250°C and the temperature should be slowly increased in a gradually ramping, profile as shown in Figure 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SOG thickness depends strongly on age of the liquid, spin speed and sample preparation before coating. The spin and baking procedure affect directly to the performance of the surface quality and mechanical characteristic of the layer. Therefore, it is very important to follow the procedure carefully. Keeping the SOG liquid in room temperature more than 1 h before coating will affect the glass concentration due to the quick evaporation of the water content. This condition sometime allows us to achieve thick oxide layer. However smooth and uniform surface is difficult to obtain.

In this work we are able to control the SOG film properties using direct contact baking on hot plate systems followed by thermal annealing process in N\textsubscript{2} atmospheric chamber without generating cracks and crystal particles in SOG films. The oxide thickness and quality of the surface is analyzed using optical microscopes and optical surface profiler. The typical surface view of spin-coated oxide shows a color variation ranging from orange to dark green. These color variation indicates a difference in layer thickness due to non-uniform material distribution during spinning (Figure 5). Furthermore, incomplete baking or uniform baking also results in poor uniformity, hence affecting the different etch rate in the following etch process steps.

The results in Figure 6 shows the measured surface profile of SOG layer. The plotted profile indicates a rapid decreasing of the layer thickness as spinning speed increases from 1500 to 4000 rpm. For spinning speed of 1500 rpm we get a 1095 nm thick oxide, however 5% surface roughness is obtained. Lower oxide thickness is achieved by spinning the SOG at 4000 rpm. It resulted in a minimum thickness of 830 nm with a 2.8% surface roughness.

For better oxide quality, we put the deposited SOG after normal baking process in the annealing chamber to further reduce the water contain and at the same time to decrease the permittivity constant of the layer. After hard
curing the layer at temperature 425°C in N\textsubscript{2} atmospheric for 1 h, the oxide thickness shrinks up to 18 – 20% resulting to a thickness of 760 nm and surface roughness improves 1.5%. The uniformity of the oxide surface below 2% is a preferable condition for further coating step of the next layer.

To investigate the effect of the SOG layer to the coil performance, several coils having various SOG layer thicknesses are analyzed in wide range of operating frequency. In general, the variation of the layer thickness doesn’t affect to significant changing of the series inductance or resistance value. The thick insulating layer affects not only the parasitic capacitances but also the parasitic resistance. Hence it reduces the operating frequency of the device.

It is shown in Figure 7 that low $C_p$ is obtained when thick oxide layer is used. The reason for the reduced parasitic capacitance is that the EM field generated by the spiral coil cannot penetrate in the conductive substrate layer. Hence it blocks the eddy current induction to the coils. This means that the distance between coil and substrate should be designed to be as far as possible.

Figure 8 shows that as metal-to-metal distance (insulating layer thickness between the metals) decreases the coupling will slightly improves, since the resonance frequency are suppressed due to the increase of the metal-metal capacitances. For large distance, no significant increase of coupling is obtained which is due to high leakage.

It is therefore considered to fabricate as closest as possible metal layer of the coils to keep high vertical coupling. On the other side it is shown that the total insulating layer thickness affects a small influence of the magnetic coupling. Reducing the insulator thickness will improve the coupling, which is in opposite to the quality factor. There are therefore compromises in technological consideration required to find appropriate transformer design.

The thin film insulating layer made of SOG material has been studied and fabricated using MEMS process technique. The structure of the layer can affect the performance of the stack planar fabricated microcoil used for microsensor or microactuator devices applications. A simple technique in fabricating the layer has been optimized in order to enable a reproducible process. An annealing process at temperature 425°C in N\textsubscript{2} atmospheric for 1 h could reduce the SOG thickness 18–20% resulting to a thickness of 760 nm and improved surface roughness of 1.5%. The study on the characteristics of the insulator layer showed that a thin oxide layer between the metal layers is preferred in order to keep high magnetic coupling between the coils. Moreover, a sufficiently thick oxide layer between the coil and substrate is important to prevent eddy current effect of the substrate to the device. It is also concluded that fabricating as closest as possible metal layer of the coils is required to keep high vertical and high density of planar magnetic coupling device.

**Conclusion**

The thin film insulating layer made of SOG material has been studied and fabricated using MEMS process technique. The structure of the layer can affect the performance of the stack planar fabricated microcoil used for microsensor or microactuator devices applications. A simple technique in fabricating the layer has been optimized in order to enable a reproducible process. An annealing process at temperature 425°C in N\textsubscript{2} atmospheric for 1 h could reduce the SOG thickness 18–20% resulting to a thickness of 760 nm and improved surface roughness of 1.5%. The study on the characteristics of the insulator layer showed that a thin oxide layer between the metal layers is preferred in order to keep high magnetic coupling between the coils. Moreover, a sufficiently thick oxide layer between the coil and substrate is important to prevent eddy current effect of the substrate to the device. It is also concluded that fabricating as closest as possible metal layer of the coils is required to keep high vertical and high density of planar magnetic coupling device.
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